Several approaches have been proposed to achieve vehicle counting in unconstrained environments by relying on portable roadside sensors [5] or IoT using Raspberry Pi [6] . Promising results have also been demonstrated in recent studies that utilises conventional computer vision techniques [3, 8, 9, 10] and convolutional neural network (CNN) based method [7] . Vehicle counting is generally accomplished by first inferring motion flow of objects in a video sequence, followed by using the detected salience or statistical features to count number of objects [8, 9, 10] . Optical flow is commonly employed to represent the motion flow of objects in the video sequences. Although optical flow is important to analyse motion flow, it is limited by the known drawbacks of optical flow which assumes brightness constancy. Specifically, the intensities of objects are assumed to remain fixed from one frame to the next. Such assumption rarely holds true for real-world surveillance videos due to camera stability and environment disturbance like camera shaking due to strong wind or large vehicle motion reflection [11] .
To this end, unlike techniques that focuses on object recognition as a base for their vehicle counting applications, an end-to-end approach has been proposed in this paper which does not require any computational more than any relatively affordable non task specific hardware can provide. Specifically, the propose approach utilises contour-based tracking method to count the number of vehicles in a video. This paper is organized into five sections namely introduction, related works, our proposed method, experimental results and conclusion.
Related Works
Vision based counting most likely dependent on top of other solution such as object detection. There are many ways to detect objects or vehicles on the road. Here, those methods have been categorized into two classes which are recent and traditional object detection methods. Recent methods consist of machine learning or deep learning methods [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] while, traditional object detection methods are optical flow, temporal differencing, background subtraction and statistical mean method [14-23].
Recent Object Detection Methods

Principal Component Pursuit (PCP)
Principal Component Pursuit (PCP) is the state-of-the-art method for video background modelling but it has not been utilized for object or vehicle detection. This is mainly due to the fact that existing PCP techniques are batch methods and this method has a high cost to execute which makes them inappropriate for real-time vehicle counting. However, a novel incremental PCP approach was developed which estimated the number of vehicles present in top-view traffic video sequences in real-time [13] .
OverFeat Framework
OverFeat Framework is a machine learning framework which has a mixture of Convolution Neural Network (CNN) and one machine learning classifier such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) or Logistic Regression. This framework is being used in the object detection and also in object counting. CNN is used only for feature extraction due to the high amount of training data which results in slow and cumbersome training part. The extracted feature part is then passed on to a machine learning classifier, which does not require a huge amount of training data. The framework consists of three steps which are feature extraction, training and testing. This framework gives out accurate results but with a drawback of high computational cost [7] .
Traditional Object Detection Methods
Optical Flow
Optical flow is frequently used as a critical component of video editing applications such as for object tracking, segmentation and selection [14] . This method used the vector characteristics of the object's motion which changes over time to identify the motion area in an image sequence. Optical flow is a dense field of displacement vectors which defined the translation of each pixel in a region. Optical flow is a complex algorithm with complicated computation and provides better results under the conditions that the camera is moving. In addition, additional disadvantages of this method are that it is highly sensitive to noise, and it cannot be applied to video streams in real time without specialized hardware [15] . Examples of a few well-known optical flow algorithms are SimpleFlow [14] , Lucas & Kanade [16] , Horn and Schunck [16] , and TV-L1 [17] .
Temporal Difference
Temporal difference method is a technique that used the pixel-wise difference between two or three consecutive frames in video imagery to extract a moving object. This method is computationally simple, fast and is a highly suitable to dynamic environment [18] . However, there is a drawback to this method which is, it is less effective in drawing out all information about the target object, especially when the target object has a uniform texture or when the object moves slowly. When a foreground object moves slowly or stops moving in between frames, temporal difference technique fails at detecting a change between consecutive frames and loses the target object information. Thus, this technique requires a special supportive algorithm to detect stopped or slow-moving objects [19] . To sum up, this method is applicable to moving objects and cannot be used for real time applications [15] .
Statistical Mean Technique
Statistical mean technique is introduced to overcome shortcomings in current object detection algorithms. This method is based on the computed statistics of each and every consecutive frame of video or computed statistics of every k frames by using down sampling to lessen the processing time [19] . Even though statistical mean technique provides e xcellent results, but sometimes it suffers from the unnecessary effects contributed by foreground objects. This means that, whenever an object or more than one object remains in a video for a long period of time this would lead to an erroneous mean model. For example, if an object exists in half of the total number of frames, the result of the moving object detection will be hard to achieve. This incorrect result is produced due to the superfluous effect of that object [19] .
Background Subtraction
Background Subtraction (BS) is a known technique or approach that allows an image's foreground to be derived for further processing. In other words, BS is a method of extracting the moving foreground or objects from the static background. Most cases, this technique has been proven successful whenever the camera is totally static with a stable noisefree background [20] . Factors such as weather, light, shadow and also clutter interference will affect the results and the accuracy of obtaining an optimal foreground [21] . Although there are variety of BS methods, a common denominator among the techniques is that they make an assumption that the video sequence or images that are being observed contains moving objects in front of a static background. A few well-known BS techniques are Basic Motion Detection (Basic), One Gaussian (1-G), Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), Codebook ( ), and Eigen Backgrounds (Eigen) [20] .
The tracking of the object will be conducted after it is detected. From this paper [25] , object detection methods are divided into three classes which are correspondence-based, transformation-based and contour-based. Another related work that also used contour-based tracking is the technique proposed by Chris Dahms [23] . It is a simple and a more robust technique that can be used for vehicle counting. It applies image subtraction followed by contour extraction. Contour information is then used to track the object detected. However, there is no object rejection in the method used by Chris Dahms [23] because all contour information will be accepted as an object. In the proposed method, heuristic rule which includes object rejection is introduced to increase the accuracy of vehicle counting.
Our proposed method will be using exploited contour-based tracking which extends the contour-based tracking by extracting object contours given an existing contour from the previous frame and heuristic contour decision information.
Object Counting Methods
Visual based counting task has always been a problem in the image processing field. Task such as counting the number of cells in a microscopic image, the number of humans present in an image of a crowd, and in this case is to count the number of vehicles in a free-flow entrance. There are two clear classes of counting methods which are supervised and unsupervised way. Unsupervised method is a grouping-based method that groups object based on similarities and conduct the counting afterwards. Such method is known to have low in accuracy as it is not robust and flexible at handling different situations [29] . Therefore, supervised methods are widely popular at handling object counting task.
Supervised counting are methods that can be based on detection and regression. Counting based detection method is performing the counting task after successfully detecting the objects. One of the ways to perform this is by doing background subtraction, where only the moving foreground object is present. In order to count the foreground moving objects, rectangle regions are selected and set on the image. Counting will be conducted if a vehicle passing through the rectangle regions. To identify an object or vehicle moving through the regions is by computing the mean of these rectangle regions. If the mean of the region is zero, then there are no vehicles passing through which no counting task will be performed. This method resolves relatively well towards various problematic situations such as presence of shadows and ghosts [26] . Furthermore, is by detecting objects using blob detection. Tracking of the blobs required an algorithm that can handle situations where the blobs would merge, split, appear and disappear. This needs to be considered if the task is to count pedestrians or objects that do not have restricted motions. When the blob appears in the frame and later on disappears, this is when then counting task is performed [27] .
Supervised counting that is based on regression does not require any segmentation or tracking of every object. Main steps present in the regression-based algorithms are the pre-processing part where background subtraction is conducted. Further steps are detection of unclassified vehicles, feature extraction and cascaded regression [28] . Regression is widely used in the area of image processing. It is applied to predict the travel time, forecast traffic flow and also detect any traffic incidents. Regression is applied in order to count all types of vehicles. However, if three classes of vehicles a re counted independently, then three regressions are applied for three classes. Thus, a three-level cascaded regression is used to count three types of vehicle. There are plenty types of regression where the simplest method is the linear regression. Other regression techniques are nonlinear regression with a Gaussian process applied and Poisson regression. Benefits of using regression based to perform the counting task are that prediction stage is usually very fast. The estimation of the vehicle boundary is not necessary when performing counting using regression. However, regression method does not perform well under complex conditions such as at the urban traffic.
Proposed Method
A method has been proposed to address the problem of vehicle counting in the context of free bi-directional flow entrance. Our proposed method involves in vehicle tracking and usage of vehicle positions for recognition of entrance and exit actions.
An Overview of The System
As an end-to-end framework, the system accepts CCTV streams and videos as input and produces the information of objects passed through a user-defined Region of Interest (ROI) line as output. This functionality makes our system suitable for the task of vehicle counting for entrance points of residential areas. System consists of two major components (See Fig. 1) :
 Image pre-processing and contour detection for creation of object envelopes  Tracking of object envelopes using exhaustive search on envelope candidate areas Object envelopes will be referred as blobs in the remaining sections of our paper. Each detection of entering and exiting actions to the designated physical area by vehicles will be referred as counting.
Implementation Details
In our implementation, the Java bindings of famous computer vision library OpenCV library [22] have been used for capturing the RGB frames (image acquisition) from video or CCTV cameras, background subtraction, contour extraction.
Fig. 1 -The flow chart of proposed counting algorithm namely
ECTracking method.
For the blob creation, the code of Chris Dahms [23] have been ported for object tracking and improved the suggested counting method by using our proposed method.
Pre-processing: Image Acquisition and Foreground Object Detection
As the first step of our algorithm, a frame from the RGB video stream has been acquired. Then, background subtraction is applied on it to extract the foreground objects exist on the scene. Then further elimination is applied to these contours to remove the redundant ones, e.g. overlapping and intersecting contours. Pre-processing part ends with the removal of these redundant contours (Algorithm 1). 
Memory Allocation: Blob Creation
The main function of the post-processing part is to match the contours (foreground object envelope candidates) with the blobs. At the program start, after the analysis of the first frame, all of the existing contours will be stored as individual blobs. For remaining frames, another set of measures are being taken to ensure the continuation of these blobs.
Object Tracking: Location Projection for Blobs
A projection of next center location will be calculated for each blob upon creation and after each update to their location history. If the location history contains only one location, then the projection will be equal to the current position, for blobs with multiple locations in their history, a projection will be made based on the average of their displacement vector.
After the calculation of projection, the existing blobs is matched with eligible contours based on their locations. Referring to Algorithm 2, this is done via comparison of locations between contours and projections; with a degree of tolerance according to its object size, aspect ratio, object width, object height, and object corner size. In case of a match, these new contours were added to the location history of the corresponding blob. 
Vehicle Counting: Detection Through Comparison of First and Last Locations in the Blob History
As shown in Algorithm 3, upon its disappearance, the locations of the blob were compared to understand its direction. The locations to be compared are the first location in its location history, namely the appearance location and the last location, which can also be named as disappearance location. The parameters of this comparison can change based on the scene that the program is configured for. If the counting has been configured on vertical axis of the scene, last location with a lower vertical position compared to the first location of the vehicle would be counted as an entering action. If the vertical value of the last location is higher, however, that would be counted as exiting action. For each vehicle , a set of locations are sorted by their appearance time , a flow direction can be recognized and used to count the vehicles entering and exiting follows: 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Algorithm 3 : Vehicle Counting
= ∑ = { 1 0 > −1 0 0 ≤ −1 } =1 (1) = ∑ = { 1 0 < −1 0 0 ≥ −1 } =1(2)
Experimental Results and Discussion
For a more robust comparison between the proposed algorithms, some established methods are needed. Therefore, to demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm, a real vehicle traffic flow data was used in these experiments. This dataset contains various vehicle types at different viewpoints. The evaluation measures and the performance results of our proposed algorithm compared to other systems will be explained in the following subsections.
Experimental Setup
The algorithm has been implemented on the real vehicle traffic flow at Desa Surada residential area. To test the proposed algorithm, a camera i.e. CCTV camera has been installed at front of the main road. The main road consists of bi-directional inflow and outflow traffics.
There is different type of vehicles such as car, motorcycle, van, bicycle, lorry and bus are entering to Desa Surada. In order to operate a successful surveillance, a small guard house or security post keeps all the hardware and software that required by CCTV.
The distance between CCTV and the main road is approximately more or less 3 meters. The security post is airconditioned to maintain a temperature between 20 and 25 degrees Celsius. The interface of ezCam v1.0 is illustrated in Fig.  3 . 
Evaluation Methods
In the experiments four evaluation measures have been used namely the F-Measure, recall, precision and accuracy. These measures are standardized, and they will enable us to compare our proposed algorithm with other systems.
F-Measure
For evaluating the proposed system performance, the F-measure has been computed as follows:
Where, Table 2 shows the F-measure value for a proposed counting method namely Exploited Contour Tracking (ECTracking). The results show that the proposed method outperformed other approach such as in Chirs Dahms. The proposed method achieved F-Measure and accuracy of 98.0% and 97.0% respectively. The ECTracking gives better precision results compared to Chris Dahms method due to its decision rules of taking vehicle entry point and exit point used to validate and count the vehicles. In contrast, the counting error in Chris Dahms method might be due its sensitivity in counting every object that passing through the virtual counting line without validating it. Thus, the validating scheme that is used in ECTracking is quite efficient in reducing the counting error. Table 3 shows that the ECTracking based method obtained a higher average score (94 percent) compared to Chris Dahms method (88 percent). The ECTracking-based method employs foreground object detection method and a mechanism for object filtering approach. In this case, it takes contour information for each streaming frame and count vehicle or object only that permits with consistent size and gradient of motion directly after intersecting with the virtual counting line. In contrast, Chris Dahms method does not consider any object rejection whereby all contour information that intersects with the virtual counting line are relevant to count as vehicle. Therefore, the ECTracking based method can help to improve significantly the accuracy in counting vehicle in the vehicle counting system (p < 0.05). However, it takes slightly longer computing time compared to Chris Dahms method due to its complexity. 
Conclusion
This paper introduces ezCam v1.0 with an alternative way to do vehicle counting in a free flow entrance. The challenge of this algorithm is to track the orientation of the vehicles and count them according to in or outflow. Our proposed heuristic rule namely ECTracking mimicks the concept of human thinking whereby the inner or outer flows is only countable as the contour image and its central point are consistently appearing in each frame and intersecting to the virtual counting line. After testing on self-collection datasets at Surada Residence, our experimental results have proven that our proposed ECTracking method outperformed the classic way namely line-based method.
